
Welcome to the Camp Eagle Climbing Guidebook: Camp Eagle is a 501(c)(3) non-profit 
Christian youth camp.  Much of our climbing was originally geared toward introducing our 
campers to an outdoor climbing environment.  We began to develop the site for sport climbing 
in Summer 2006 when we opened our doors specifically to land-users of the mountain bike 
and rock climbing persuasion. 

This guide is a work in progress and thus rudimentary. Please keep that in mind.

WARNING: This guide is provided as a service to the climbing community.  It is not intended 
as a substitute for climbing knowledge or experience, nor are we responsible for any typos/
beta therein. Furthermore, we are not responsible for anything, not the condition of hardware,  
not the condition of the rock, not anything. Climbing can be dangerous. Use this information to 
climb at your own risk.  
WARNING 2: Like any limestone area not frequented by hordes of people that have polished 
each route to fine sheen, there may be loose rock, holds may break, dirt/dust may be present, 
etc. Enjoy the experience of climbing somewhere new, appreciate the work that it takes to put 
up routes, and understand that moves may be difficult to see since they aren’t highlighted in 
chalk.  Climb smart (don’t pull on obviously loose stuff, stay alert at all times), climb safe (Yell 
“Rock” if you do pull something off, belay off to the side), and wear a helmet just in case.

Camp Eagle Climbing Rules:

• STOP and SIGN IN at the FRONT GATE HUT by the FLAGPOLES.
• Completely fill out the Waiver and sign it.  Failure to do so is trespassing.
• Obey all other rules as stipulated by Camp Eagle under the general land-use rules 

found in F.A.Q’s on website and/or posted in the sign-in hut.
• Roped climbs open only to climbers with previous sport climb leading experience.
• Camp Eagle Groups have priority on all climbs. Camp Eagle groups only use top-rope 

climbs, not sport routes, but will also occasionally rappel in sport areas.  
• Please do not use Camp Eagle ropes, harnesses, helmets, etc.  You will see our gear at 

the rock site.  Please don’t climb with it.
• If you top-rope a sport route, do so on your quickdraws, not on our anchors alone. 

There are no gated sport clips, only ring anchors/chains.
• Please wear a helmet.
• No trad climbing! No soloing!
• No bolting, pitons, etc!  Unapproved hardware will be removed.
• Bring a long sling with ‘biner for safety while utilizing the South Rim Wall climbing area. 

Clip into the cable as you travel along it. (You’ll understand when you see it.)
• We’re a youth camp.  Watch your language and behavior.

Where to Go
After you sign in, continue heading south down Hackberry Rd. Immediately before you get to 
the next river crossing, pull off the road to your right and park.  You should be able to see the 
deck at the base of the cliff.  Follow the access trail to the right, to an area with a several large 
green bins, then up to the cliff. Please don’t head straight up the hill and erode it further.
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The Areas
Right now, our crag is more or less divided into four sections.  It may be subdivided in the fu-
ture as more climbs are added and further definition is needed to find your way around.

Bouldering Area: to the north of the top rope site before the wooden steps, distinguished by 
the mulch at the base.

Main Wall Area: distinguished by the large deck area with wooden steps and heading south 
until the start of the cliff area with the cable strung along it.
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South Rim Area: Everything south on the cliff found along the cable. Climbs are spread out.

Lower Wall: The South Rim Area starts from a ledge on the sloping shelf above the river.  
These climbs start from the riverbed below. Climbs are underneath South Rim climbs Yee-haw 
and Rodeo.

Topo Coming Soon!
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The Climbs
Bouldering Area

Bouldering: to climb and climb and climb and not get 
anywhere.  There are too many variations to try and list 
them. Just go have fun. Camp staff have bouldered 
almost everything here, so feel free to ask them for 
their favorite problems.

Sport Climb:
Ground Control - 5.10
(Zack Martin - 10 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Start with long reaches, and then easy climbing to the 
first anchors at the ledge. Top half is fun but challeng-
ing face with slight overhang at the top. 

Main Wall Area
Despite its origins for campers, top-roping isn’t all that 
happens. However, the best top rope access you’ve 
ever had is found here.  We have 7 stainless steel 
sheer reduction blocks on redundant anchors evenly 
spaced across the top of the wall.  Use the p-chord to 
pull your rope through the block to climb. (See the tuto-
rial at the end of this booklet to view the process.)

Top-Rope Climbs: 
The 7 top-rope climbs range from 5.easy to 5.11+ if you 
pull the roof.  Give ‘em all a try.  You can also practice a 
few of the sport routes using these without needing 
someone to lead them first.

Sport Climbs: (north to south)
Warm Up - 5.11+
(Scott Chapman; 10 bolts, 2 top anchors)
North end of Main Wall. Beginning overhang followed 
by an easy face until a roof with long reaches. Climb 
the lower section to an initial set of ring anchors for a 
5.10, or pull the whole roof to the very top anchors for 
the 5.11+ experience.

Say No to Jimmy- 5.12+
(Scott Chapman; 11 bolts, 2 top anchors)
A set of anchors beneath the tremendous overhang 
double the use since the climb can be done as a 5.9+ 
and lowered off, or keep going through the roof as a 
5.12+.
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Warm Up - 5.11+

Snot Scary  
- 5.11+

The Dihedral 
- 5.10+



Snot Scary - 5.11+
(Scott Chapman, Zack Martin; 7 bolts, 2 top anchors.)  
Starts immediately to the right of The Dihedral. Begin-
ning with a tough technical section the route continues 
toward easy ledges until the nice overhanging roof sec-
tion and the anchors.

The Dihedral - 5.10+
(Scott Chapman; 6 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Instant classic, climb the very obvious dihedral to the 
right of the artificial top rope climb. Crux is pulling the 
roof.

More Main Wall Area (north to south)
These climbs are located immediately to the left of the 
top rope route with artificial holds. While each climb has 
adequate holds and foot placement, if your skill level is 
equal to the level of the climb, the holds and moves 
may be difficult to see at first.

Circus Boy - 5.10
(Dave Cardosa, Scott Harris; 5 bolts, 2 top anchors)
This is the first climb immediately to the left of the artifi-
cial top rope climb. 

The Gutenberg Press - 5.10
(Greg Brooks, Tom Suhler; 4 bolts, shares 2 top an-
chors with Tendon Tearor)
This is the second climb you come to just to the left of 
the artificial climb.  Starting just below this left facing 
dihedral move up and it will open up for you.

Tendon Tearor - 5.11
(Greg Brooks, Tom Suhler; 4 bolts, shares 2 top an-
chors with The Gutenberg Press) This tweakie little pup  
will test your tendon toughness.

Panjshir - 5.11
(Dave Cardosa, Kareem Al-Bassam; 6 bolts, 2 top an-
chors)
Starting immediately to the left of Tendon Tearor.

Stump the Gump - 5.9
(Greg Brooks, Tom Suhler; 6 bolts, shares 2 top an-
chors with Crack the Cranium) The 5.9 climbers at-
tempting the 3rd and 4th assent made this climb much 
more adventuresome than need be, by moving far right 
of the bolts.  Following the bolt line delivers then in-
tended experience.

Crack the Cranium - 5.8
(Greg Brooks, Tom Suhler; 7 bolts, shares 2 top an-
chors with Stump the Gump) The last climb at the Top 
Rope Area, before you travel along the cable.  As far as 
the name - “Don’t ask and we won’t tell.”
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Ambiguity - 5.8
(Zack Martin; 4 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Very straight forward climb.

South Rim Area
This wall encompasses everything south on our large 
cliff face.  Follow the cable along the cliff to access 
these climbs. Clip in with a long sling and ‘biner. (You 
will notice a very large Rectangular Frame and platform 
we call the Power Pole. Stay off the Power Pole and 
platform.)

No Guts No Glory - 5.10+
(Greg Brooks, Tom Suhler; 9 bolts, 2 top anchors)
A tall, fun, sustained climb that will challenge those ac-
customed to short routes or obvious chalked holds. 5 
stars.

Hammerhead - 5.11+
(David Cardosa, Scott Harris; 10 bolts, 2 top anchors)
“This climb begins on Greg and Tom's exceptional 
5.10+ route - No Guts, No Glory and traverses right 
under a small roof and goes up over the right side. The 
crux is the thin, technical upper face.”

Hemisphere - 5.10+
(Scott Chapman; 10 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Fun climb that follows edge of overhang then into tall 
face. Great views of the river and surrounding valley/
canyon.

The Cruxtibles - 5.12+
(Zack Martin; 10 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Tough start on small pockets through overhang and into 
technical balancy face. Immediately left of Hemisphere.

Plumbline - 5.10
(Scott Chapman; 6 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Very consistent.  Follow the incredibly straight bolt line.

More South Rim Area (Wild West Wall)
Keep heading south along the cable until you pas 
Power Pole rectangle frame.  Continue on ledge to sec-
tion without cable.  Climbs listed north to south. 

Yee-Haw - 5.11
(Luke Bowman, Evan Jackson, Tommy Blackwell; 8 
bolts, 2 top anchors)
A super fun and sustained climb up and over a small 
overhang. Destined to be a classic.

Rodeo - 5.9
(Luke Bowman, Evan Jackson, Tommy Blackwell; 5 
bolts, 2 top anchors)
Fun face climb followed by slight traverse right and up 
to the top. 
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Cowboy - 5.9
(Luke Bowman, Evan Jackson, Tommy Blackwell; 5 
bolts, 2 top anchors) One of the most enjoyable climbs 
at Camp, the route is overhanging with solid holds. An-
other instant classic. The #4 bolt on this climb is a 
‘perma-draw’ chain with biner. Please leave the ‘biner.

Lower Wall
Our cliff is roughly cut in half horizontally by a large 
sloping shelf. The upper portion is called the South Rim 
Area. Below this shelf, starting from the riverbed there 
are a few climbs. 

Sport Climbs
Rise Over Run - 5.10+
(Scott Chapman, Zack Martin; 11 bolts, 2 top anchors)
A great unique climb that starts at the river and finishes 
beneath the power pole.  Start is very difficult, but with 
two close bolts to assist ascent if necessary.

Red October (красный октябрь)  - varying
(Scott Chapman, Zack Martin; 5 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Direct approach has a bouldery V4 start, with easier 5.9 
climbing after that. Easier approach entails start on 
Dvatsat and traversing slopey ledge to reach the climb. 
Traverse +1 bolt.

Dvatsat (двадцать)  - 5.9+
(Zack Martin; 4 bolts, 2 top anchors)
Start onto slopey ledge and then up into nice holds.
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Bouldering
Texas’ Hardest Traverse
Find a spot along the shelf that juts out just above the 
riverbed. Without climbing up on top of it, traverse as 
far as you can.

Water Boulder
Decent sized but short boulder under tree with water 
flowing all around it.  Goof around, but watch out for 
the leeches.

Extra Bouldering Area:
From the Front Gate Sign-in Hut, go north back down 
the hill you just came up.  At the bottom of the hill, 
follow the creek bed to the right (east) toward the 
river.  At the end of the creek bed you’ll find yourself 
under a large shady tree right next to the river with 
some fun bouldering. Classic problems include: Lift to 
Experience, Giant’s Footprint, Mas o Menos, and oth-
ers. Topos added soon!
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Camp Eagle Top Rope Site Tutorial

If you fail to re-pull p-cord, or if p-cord falls during this process, 
YOU are responsible for rappelling from the top to restring it.


